Steel Erection and Fabrication Application
Whimbrel has developed a steel fabrication and scheduling software application that streamlines operational and financial planning. This application
integrates seamlessly with Whimbrel’s Bill of Material Software solutions and can be customised to your exact requirements. It keeps track of profit
margins enabling the correct decisions to be made on what to purchase.
Steel erection and fabrication companies need to control the type and quantities of materials they purchase and fabricate in-house. Companies need to
meet future customer demands at the lowest possible cost. If manufacturing companies depend on spreadsheets, legacy systems or hand filled forms
to manage materials there is a good chance high error rates are hurting profit margins.
Whimbrel’s steel fabrication application typically covers the following:
Manages any part of the material handling
Controls fabrication of assemblies and sub-assemblies
Keeps track of inventory
Monitors stock levels and off cuts put back into stock
Customised job cards
Manges labour costs
Ensures products get produced on time with minimal waste
Double checks that orders contain the correct item numbers
Designs customised reports
Controls laser cuts, saw cuts and cut to size parts
Links products and work orders to streamline material handling
• Imports Sigmanest, Solid Works, CAD data including general parts or bill of materials lists
• Powerful BOM parts explosion reporting:
• Parts ordered depending on BOM levels
• Click through to edit parts from BOM explosion report
• Orphaned parts error report
• Predictive text dropdown boxes to add common descriptions
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Reports
•

Books steel sheets and steel parts into production and offcuts to stores. Controls steel costs and removes costs of steel that have been placed into
storage.

•

Records all steel in stock and new steel purchased

•

Interactive reporting to control item costs and steel placed back into stock

•

Controls individual parts on each job card

•

Creates job cards in Microsoft Excel or PDF

•

Detailed multiple level bill of materials

•

Exports all reports to Microsoft Excel

•

Records all steel parts delivered and parts that are outstanding

Navigation
Example of a customer’s application setup and navigation screen. Our system is customised to suit a company’s requirements and processes.

Summary
Growing your business requires the right software solutions to ensure good communication between the different software applications. Having a single
integrated management information system across your enterprise is a necessity.
Business Analysis
The business analysis must be correct to ensure successful software projects. Whimbrel specialises in identifying business problems while taking into
account long term goals.
Whimbrel takes responsibility for identifying changing needs, developing and configuring the software to suit these needs, whilst supporting the
business through-out the implementation process.
Change Management
Whimbrel recognises that successful implementation of software solutions can only be achieved through good change management, an emphasis is
also placed on improving financial management and control. This ensures that improvements in both productivity and collaboration are achieved.
From the beginning of the project we strive to ensure that all stakeholders are fully engaged. Change is not comfortable for many people; a company’s
workforce will need both help and an improvement in skills to handle change. The challenge is getting people on board by managing resistance
effectively, thereby ensuring the required changes are implemented efficiently.
Leadership and Skills Development
Whimbrel’s software services include training and mentoring of key personnel to prepare them for leadership roles within the new software
environment.
We will act as a skills development facilitator within the organisation. This includes assisting personnel to develop their core financial and management
skills.

